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Our Editorial Focus
Our country was founded by visionaries who believed in free enterprise through
individual determination. We support that spirit and hold that the future of our
area lies in the growth and development of small businesses and the efforts of
entrepreneurs. We are dedicated to supporting and promoting that growth.
St. Louis Small Business Monthly is St. Louis’ locally owned business publication,
bringing business tips, strategies and analysis to the presidents, CEOs, owners and
top executives of 16,000 businesses in the St. Louis Metropolitan region. SBM,
founded in 1988, publishes every month and also provides information at www.
SBMon.com and through a variety of business-related forums and events.
St. Louis Small Business Inc.
2451 Executive Dr., Suite 109
St. Charles, MO 63303
314-569-0076/314-432-7016 fax
www.sbmon.com www.stlouisbusinessexpo.com info@sbmon.com
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publisher’S LETTER BY ron ameln

We Want You Back!
It’s Time To Reintroduce Yourself To Current And Past Customers

ژژژȏȄǒȵƌɋɓǹƌɋƷȽ
%ƷƨǠژȏȵȵǠƷ

A
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t our last St. Louis Business Expo, we asked one of the area’s top turnaround
consultants to come and present a seminar on building a successful business.

This Turnaround King (as I call him), goes into distressed local businesses that
are on the verge of bankruptcy and closure. He goes in and works with the owner or
owners to identify and solve the company’s issues quickly and start nursing the business
back to health and hopefully sustainability.

ȄƷژȏǑ

¾ǚƷژ-°¾
ɓȽǠȄƷȽȽژưɫǠȽȏȵȽ

It’s a tricky job because these businesses are running out of time. In most cases, the
Turnaround King only has a few months to get the business up and running.
When it comes to sales and marketing, the first thing he does is circle the wagons
around current and past customers. He ignores
the idea of bringing in new business. Why? There
just isn’t time.

ǠȄژ°ɋِژkȏɓǠȽ

%FCJT&YQFSUJTF

It makes perfect sense. The current and past
customers have already shown they believe in the
business, they’ve already signed on the dotted line
and wrote a check for your product and services.
In other words, they’ve already married you.
You’ve been through the courtship and engagement already. The courtship takes time. Time
many of these businesses just don’t have.

*ODSFBTJOH$PNQBOZ7BMVF]*ODSFBTJOH$BTI'MPX]1SFQBSJOHB#VTJOFTTUP4FMM

The strategy works great for the Turnaround
King’s clients. His clients focus just on providing
more products and services to existing customers
and past customers.

Talk to a business expert

Does your business spend time focusing on
existing and past customers?

Whether you are an established local company
or just getting started, you’re going to want
someone in your corner who knows what
they’re doing. Our counselors can walk with you
through things like ﬁnancial projections, market
research, funding, and regulatory compliance.

A friend of mine owns a mortgage business in
the region. He spends countless time and money
hiring and training new loan officers. The loan
officers hit the street with one goal in mind: bring
in new business. That’s great, but at the same time
the company’s database is full of current and past
customers waiting to be approached with new
opportunities. In fact, as interest rates have fallen,
most of these customers are prime candidates for
refinancing. Yet, the company is completely focused on gaining new business.
I get it. Hunting for new business is fun and exciting. It’s a challenge. There is an
expectation that we should be focused on new business.
I’m not saying businesses shouldn’t hunt for new business. What I’m suggesting is that
every business should have an ongoing sales and marketing strategy for both existing and
past customers and for prospects. Two different plans and strategies.
The Turnaround King provides a strategy all of us can learn from: Don’t ignore your
current and past customers. The Turnaround King usually gains 5%-10% revenue
growth from just focusing on current clients.

%ƷƨǠژȏȵȵǠƷ

ưƷƨǠƩȏȵȵǠƷۮƨאƨƩǑȏِƩȏȂ

וחِגדِזה

Funded in part through the
U.S. Small Business Administration

www.edcscc.com

If you are interested in more sales and marketing advice from some of the area’s top
business leaders, please check out our next St. Louis Business Expo (stlexpo.com) on
April 14, 2020 at the St. Charles Convention Center (11am-5pm). You’ll learn even
more strategies to give you the edge in building your business. n
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SALES MOVES BY mark hunter

ASK THE BANKER
How Do I Go About Building
A Financial Nest Egg For My
Business?

What’s In Your Prospecting Plan?

I

have seen the commercials for a credit
card with Jennifer Garner asking multiple times, “What’s in your wallet?” I
don’t know about you, but each time I see
one of those I can’t help but change the
question to, “What’s in your prospecting
plan?” Hopefully, you’re avoiding answering that question. The fact is most salespeoples’ answer is, “not nearly enough.”
I get asked this question a lot: what’s in
your prospecting plan? Here are several
steps you can do right now:
Know your perfect client. Take some
time to write out about your perfect
client, so you can focus your efforts on
reaching these types of prospects.
Create a list of the outcomes you can
create. I’m not talking about features or
benefits. I’m referring to how you can
help the customer with the product or
service you sell.
Build a list of 10 questions that enables
you to engage the prospect, encouraging
them to tell you their critical need(s). You
won’t ask all 10 questions. The point is
to have enough questions to build your
confidence. You may only ask one or
two, but having plenty prepares you for
whatever comes your way. Keep the questions relatable to your customer to create
confidence.

Tuesday, April 14, 2020

Energize YOUR
BUSINESS,
EXHIBIT AT THE
3 2 nd A N N U A L

BIZEXPO

Reserve your space today!

WWW.SBMON.COM

Saving is hard – especially for entrepreneurs
wishing to reinvest in their businesses’
growth. Still, it’s important to create a rainy
day fund you can tap into in case of a business emergency. Here are tips to get you
started.
Set a goal. It’s okay to start small. Calculate
your monthly business expenses and aim to
save two months’ worth. During the early
days of saving, seek to “live within your
means,” spending less each month than you
bring in. Once two months of expenses are
saved, increase your goal to six months of expenses. If you tap into those savings, repeat
the process.

Create a list of value-added statements/
insights you can share with prospects during the prospecting phase. This will prepare you to stay engaged with the customer. These statements give you something
to message the prospect multiple times,
each time delivering a different message.
Block the necessary time on your
calendar to prospect, knowing it may take
up to 10 – 15 contacts using a variety of
means to get them to acknowledge you.
Don’t think for a second that you don’t
have time! This task is just as important as
eating or using the restroom. Schedule it,
and stick to it!

With each block of prospecting time,
always have a goal. At first, keep the
goal easy, remembering that you want
to succeed. Second, always evaluate
what you learn and how it will help you
improve. Your goal is to continually
improve, and it’s your attitude that will
make or break your success. This is far
more important than anything else. It’s
amazing how having the right attitude
will change dramatically whether you
prospect or simply blow it off. Never
give up! Be persistent! When you believe
you can make a difference in others, it
is your responsibility to reach out and
connect. They may not expect it, and
most likely will not think they need
ST. CHARLES CONVENTION CENTER
it; but because you know you can
help them, you will continue to be
persistent in making contact. The
biggest issue salespeople have is giving up too soon!
These steps I laid out are designed
to help you do one thing – make it
happen. Prospecting is where sales
begins, and when you prospect, it’s
amazing what can and will happen.
n
Mark Hunter, of The Sales Hunter sales
PRESENTED BY motivation blog, is the author of “HighProfit Prospecting: Powerful Strategies to
Find the Best Leads and Drive Breakthrough Sales Results.”
WWW.STLEXPO.COM 314.569.0076

Pay yourself first. The first payment your
business should make each month is to its
own savings account – even if it’s a small
amount. The important thing is to build savings discipline. When business is trending up,
increase your monthly savings contribution. If
you must reduce it during slow periods, so be
it. Even a small symbolic contribution is good
if it helps you stay in practice.
Invest simply and safely. If a business emergency hits, you may need cash quickly. That’s
why it’s a good idea to keep at least some
funds in a savings or money-market account
that you can easily access for cash. Talk to
your banker or financial advisor on how best
to build your emergency fund portfolio. CDs,
mutual funds, and other low-risk investments can help you accumulate funds more
quickly than larger ventures.
Reassess your needs. As your business
grows, so do your expenses. A six-month
nest egg, in other words, may be just a threeor four-month reserve in a few years. Plan to
revisit your monthly expenses regularly and
adjust your saving accordingly.
The bottom line: small business income can
be unreliable. Stockpiling emergency funds is
like buying business insurance – except you
keep the “premiums” even if you never file a
claim. n

Debi Enders (debi.enders@
commercebank.com) is
vice president, small business
banking at
Commerce Bank.
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ENTREPRENEUR’S TOOLBOX
by JAMES CANADA

MASTERING LINKEDIN
by kATHY BERNARD

How Does Employee
Empowerment Impact
Customers?

Improvements Make LinkedIn Groups
More Valuable

Recent changes to LinkedIn groups
make them a more effective way to stay in
touch with clients and prospects. LinkedIn
groups have always been a valuable free way
to form an online community, share posts,
and get reader input, but these improvements make managing and growing your
group easier.
Improvements include the ability to:
n Grow your membership by bulk inviting
LinkedIn members to join.
Front line employees know everything! Ren Recommend posts to your group memally, they know the best way to do their jobs.
Management does not. You own the business bers once a week.
n Manage multiple new member requests
processes and must take responsibility for
improving them – employees know how to do to join, all at once from your desktop or
that. You must let them take part. Employee mobile.
suggestion programs have been very helpful
n Add a cover image to showcase your
in this regard. As an example, some progroup’s brand or personality.
grams have saved enough for airlines to buy
n Moderate members’ group posts for apcomplete airplanes – not bad at around $55
propriateness and relevancy before they’re
million apiece. Some railroads have made
shared with all members.
service redesigns on employee suggestions.
n Manage your group’s visibility. This is
The best cruise lines rely on an employee’s
quick understanding of customers’ needs for
important because for a long while only
Employee empowerment isn’t just a feelgood program for staff. It’s a benefit for our
customers. As consumers ourselves, we like
to deal with take-charge employees who
care. In an empowered organization, decisions are made at the frontline; customers
don’t have to wait for approvals or doublechecking. A resolution offered immediately
usually takes away the customer’s frustration. It does not become a hardened feeling
or point of contention.

on the spot resolution to make their cruises
the very best.

Employees do not always want to be rewarded for making suggestions. Just knowing
that their ideas are listened to and acted
upon provides a lasting reward, long after the
pay raises have passed. That is valuing their
contribution. However, if employees have
been rewarded as a result of an employee
suggestion program, and realize their idea
is still not implemented, then morale will suffer. Employees may be tempted to play the
game for the rewards, not the betterment of
the company or industry.
Reduced employee frustration leads to reduced friction in engagements with customers, and that results in less quoting of rules
and more solutions offered. As a customer,
which do you prefer? n

James H. Canada is managing partner/CEO
for Alliance Technologies LLC, ITEN mentor
and author of “Corporate to Entrepreneur:
Strategies for Success.” Contact Jim at james.canada@
alliancetechnologiesllc.com,
636-734-2337 or www.
alliancetechnologiesllc.com.

the largest groups could be easily found.
n Quickly find posts that ran months
or weeks earlier.
n Filter members using advanced
search filters.
To launch a LinkedIn group, log
into LinkedIn, click the Work icon,
select Groups, and then “Create a new
group”. Follow the prompts to add
your group name, cover image, logo,
and group rules. Choose a group name
that will attract prospects, like “St.
Louis Pet Lovers” not your company
name. Post articles, videos, images,
documents, questions, and news to
engage with your group members.
Build a vibrant community on LinkedIn with improved LinkedIn groups! n
Kathy Bernard (kathy@wiseru.com),
CEO of WiserU.com, is a St. Louis-based
LinkedIn expert/trainer who equips businesses to maximize LinkedIn for sales,
marketing, or fundraising.

building inner strength
by Dr. Deb Carlin

Expectations
As you walk into yet another new year,
are you allowing yourself the opportunity
to appreciate the expertise you bring along
with you? So often we take this time to get
critical instead of complimentary, following it up with a set of resolutions for the
new year that are based on corrections,
changes, and expectations that emerge
from a negative rather than a positive
place.
Our self-talk is powerful, influential,
and motivating. The most productive
outcomes are produced when we allow it
to be genuinely appreciative of who we
are and where we are on this life journey.
Love of self is the healthiest step to take in
getting onto a path of positive outcomes.
Negativity leads to self-defeating behaviors
because it prompts every questioning of
ability to commit and adhere.
Expectations of yourself, your wonderful blessed self, ought to be acknowledge-
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ments of the adult you have grown into
being i.e., the person who has decades
of experience, knows right from wrong,
understands happiness and joy, and has
a routine for accomplishment. If you
were shy of any of these components, you
would not be where you are in this very
moment of reading and thinking and
determining your future; you do indeed
determine your future.
Think back for just a moment about
your most enjoyable achievement. Recall
the look on your face as you realized what
you had allowed to happen. And the
visceral response that took place. You can
recapture that at your will. Do it and allow
the redirect to point you in every direction
where you crave satisfaction – have a clear
expectation of it.
Your body follows wherever it is that
you take your mind. Every system in your
body collaborates with your thinking

and either brings you
into well-being or a state
of disease. With an attitude of positive
expectations and a beautiful healthy life,
you increase your opportunity for attaining what it is that you desire. Go for it.
The new year is all about perfect vision –
2020. It’s yours. n
Dr Deb Carlin, President of Partners In Excellence LLC and presiding over the Missouri
Venture Forum (MVF). Awarded numerous accolades given her leadership, authoring, speaking, and teaching, she holds a MS in Statistical
Analysis & Research Methodology alongside
a PhD in psychology, both from Saint Louis
University. Teaching people how to Build the
Strength Within through a Blueprint for their
life using the credible foundations of mind body
medicine. For additional information about
learning to control your mind and reach your
desires, visit www.drdebcarlin.com

WWW.SBMON.COM

CONGRATULATIONS
MELISSA JONES
Recognized by St. Louis Small Business Monthly as one of
St. Louis’ Most Admired Business Advisors.

Thank you for
your remarkable
dedication to
business owners
in St. Louis.

Member FDIC
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CULTURECentric leadership
by JONATHAN JONES

Leadership Development
For A Growing Culture
Good employees are the most important
asset to an organization and demand
strong leadership. Strong leaders achieve
desired results and develop people at the
same time. To create consistent growth,
standard processes are developed to establish consistency and accountability. All
of these are elements of an organization’s
culture. Ultimately, this culture of discipline
and growth develops a stronger environment where employees believe in each
other and establish trust.
As a company starts to grow, the capacity
for the leader to manage and lead people
gets stretched and most find it’s time to
delegate leadership to additional levels
of management. One trap many leaders
fall into is assuming their best performers
are ideal new mangers. They simply carve
off a section of their team and install the
performer as the leader, assuming they will
lead as well as they had performed in their
previous position.
New leaders, especially great individual
performers, tend to go in one of the following directions:
n Assume all their key members will
automatically follow them with no coaching or interaction because they are a great
performer.
n Micromanage people to be like themselves.
These “newbie” leadership mistakes cause
employees to despise the new manager or
the manager discovers they prefer performing and despises managing. Nobody
is happy.
Just like the processes put in place to
establish consistency and accountability
for performance, leadership development
needs to be an essential element of a culture. There are many landmines companies
can hit without a clear plan and definitive
expectations for leadership development,
including performance and legal issues. An
untrained leader without a clear guide to
lead properly can destroy a growing culture.
To grow a strong culture, the organization
must develop strong leaders. n
Jonathan Jones (Jonathan.
jones@vistagechair.com or
314-608-0783) is a CEO peer
group chair/coach for Vistage
International.

HIGH VOLTAGE MARKETING
by TOM RUWITCH

How to Do Right When You Think
the Customer is Wrong

R

emember the
old adage, “The
customer is always

right?”
The guy who “served”
me at the bagel shop
forgot.
I ordered a bagel
with lox. That ordinarily comes with capers,
onions, and a slice of
tomato. I didn’t want any
of that.
“Just cream cheese and
lox,” I said. “None of
that other stuff, please.”
Five minutes later,
he called my name and
handed me a bagel with
cream cheese and lox
and…
...all that other stuff.
“I’m sorry,” I said, “I
ordered this without
capers and onions and…”
“No you didn’t,” he
snapped.
I was shocked.
“Ummm…” I mumbled, “I think I did.”
“No you didn’t,” he
repeated.
“I said, ‘Just cream cheese and lox.’
That means no capers, onions or tomatoes,” I explained as he yanked the bagel
with other stuff from my hand.
He turned his back and muttered,
“Then you should have said, ‘No capers,
onions or tomatoes.’”
Wow!
I paused then said, “I specifically remember saying, ‘None…’”
(I was going to say, “None of that other
stuff…”)
But he cut me off. “OK, sir,” he said, in
that same tone that millennials use when
saying, “OK, Boomer.”
Now I was mad, but I kept my cool.
“You don’t have to be rude,” I said.
“I’m not being rude,” he snapped.
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That’s when his manager finally intervened. “Just make his food,” the manager
said. He didn’t say anything to me. No
apology. No nothing.
The bagel store lost a customer.
Here’s the thing about that old adage:
It’s not true. Customers are often wrong.
But that doesn’t mean you should
argue with them, snap at them, treat them
rudely and give them the “OK, Boomer”
treatment.
Often, the customer who is wrong
has caused little or no harm. I fell into
that category at the bagel store. I wasn’t
combative. Re-doing the order was no big
thing. Deal with it, bagel guy, and move
on.
Sometimes, the customer who is wrong
shouldn’t be tolerated. I’ve parted ways

-- politely -- with customers who were rude
(emotionally abusive) to me or my employees. But I’ve done it without stooping to
their level.
“I don’t think we’re a good fit for working together,” I’ve said.
I’ve stood my ground when a customer
in the wrong has demanded something
that would be too costly for my business.
But when I’ve done so, I’ve explained
my position, respectfully and politely.
You don’t have to believe or pretend the
customer is always right.
But if you want to keep a customer,
don’t rudely say, “You’re wrong!” n
Tom Ruwitch is the president and founder of
MarketVolt, an interactive marketing firm. For
more business-building marketing resources by
Tom Ruwitch, go to MarketVolt.com/resources.
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MARKETING WORKS
by JEREMY NULIK

financial fitness
by karen stern

Benefits of Outsourcing
Your Accounting Function

This Is Not An Orange
An Elevator Pitch That Builds Trust

T

his morning an alien landed near
your office. It walked past the security desk and drifted to you. In your
lunch, you had packed an orange. The
alien is transfixed by it. To your astonishment, this alien can speak English, and it
asks you, “What is that thing?”
Now, here, you have a few choices. You
can tell the alien it is an orange. That
would tell it “what” the orange is. And
that description is the most precise to
describe what is understood by observing
the outside of the orange.
But, since we are not aliens, we know
there is so much more to the orange than
what is visible from its exterior. It has a
richness. It has an ancient generational
history with our species. It is part of a
family of citrus fruits. And the inside of
the orange is a new set of bright flavors,
textures and colors. A freshly picked orange can offer a bouquet of tastes before
you even peel it or eat it.
If we want to be honest with the alien
(and not just precise), we would say something like, “This fruit delivers a bright
sustenance to my afternoons, and it’s rich
in vitamins and natural energy. We call it
an orange. Do you want to try it?”
While that could use some wordsmithing, maybe that would help the alien to
understand better the thing - in its context. From its inside and from its outside.
So often, when we are asked to describe
ourselves, our ideas or our organizations,
we fall into the trap of being precise. We
answer “what” very directly. What are
you? I am an architect. What is your company? We design homes (insert features
and benefits statements or marketing
buzzwords.)
At some point in the mechanization
of marketing, we stopped communicating in a human-to-human manner. We
have instead co-opted MBA platforms to
describe something. And those platforms
have favored precision over honesty. They
sound like, “We do x for y.” They are true
but they are not the whole truth.
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Brand-focused conversations ought to
offer the deepest, most visceral connection to an audience. It ought to carry the
weight of making that connection felt and
understood in a way that is profound.
Why is this understanding of brand
important for you or your organization?
Because a brand is intended to create a
basis of trust between itself and the audiences it serves.
The people who make up your audience
are aliens to your brand. And if what you
are serving them is the precise answer to
what your brand is, then they are missing
the visceral components. They are likely
not connecting and building trust.
So how can you uncover that profundity
and make it understood? How can you
create that connection? You can begin
the process with four essential questions.
These questions can start to shake loose
for you a brand position unique to you.
1. What is it that drives you? The

answer may not be unique to you. A great
many people may share your passion. But
work to articulate it most accurately.
2. What is it that makes your passion
unique? This is your behavior in the
world or how you live out that passion.
3. What impact do you hope to have
on the world? This is how you want your
audience to perceive your intention.
4. How will the world be changed because you achieved your impact? This is a
vision for the world after you are gone.
If you can create for yourself the shortest, best possible answers to these questions, your brand can begin to build trust
with your audiences. Your messaging and
strategy decisions will become obvious.
And you can create new opportunities
that are otherwise missed. n
Jeremy Nulik (jeremy@bigwidesky.com) is evangelist prime at bigwidesky, a design futures agency, in St. Louis, Mo.

Savvy small business owners know the
importance of accurate and timely accounting. Being on top of cash flow keeps
businesses healthy and viable. If your
business is growing beyond your expertise
and capacity, it may be time to consider
outsourced accounting services. Outsourced accounting services are proven,
cost-effective solutions for businesses of
all sizes, even those that have dedicated
accounting personnel.
Outsourced accounting services can provide strategic expertise at a fraction of the
cost. Additional benefits for outsourcing a
team of experts include:
n Ability for owners to focus on core
business competencies, competitive
advantages, sales, customer relationships,
management skills, and building value in
the business.
n Accurate and timely reporting to provide
financial intelligence the business owners
can use to make informed decisions.
n Visibility into key insights pertaining to
cash flow, working capital, or forecast of
liquidity by involving an expert who can
collect, analyze, and interpret the data.
n Proper internal controls and segregation
of duties to ensure your organization is
proactively preventing fraud and minimizing risk.
n Elimination of the time and expense
associated with recruiting, training, and
managing additional accounting staff.
n Access to additional experts and services that can help positively impact your
business performance and revenue, including strategic planning, tax planning and
consulting, and succession planning.
To learn more about the benefits of
outsourcing your accounting or evaluating
other accounting solutions, please contact
Karen Stern, Partner in Charge, Entrepreneurial Services Group at Brown Smith
Wallace, at 314.983.1204 or kstern@bswllc.
com. n
Karen Stern, CPA, (kstern@
bswllc.com), partner in charge,
Brown Smith Wallace Entrepreneurial Services Group, provides
tax and accounting services for
companies ranging from startups to $20 million in revenue.
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SPECIAL REPORT: TECHNOLOGY

5G, What Does That Mean?
by scott M. lewis

W

e have all heard the term 5G, but
what does that mean? What are
the benefits? When are we going
to see it and be able to take advantage of
it? These are all great questions, and there
is a lot behind the technology scene that
you might not be aware of that is driving
the real meaning of 5G. 5G is the next
generation of cellular service; we have
gone through 1G to 4G, and now the big
four cellular companies are rolling out 5G
across the country. Is it more marketing
hype than reality? This is the question we
are going to cover!
First, let’s talk about the three types of
5G, low-band, mid-band, and high-band.
Which at this point, they are not compatible with each other, and they have different performance characteristics from each
other. According to PC Magazine, who
has been testing each of these as they have
become available, the most widely available
5G, which is low-band, does not perform
any better or differently than the current
4G networks. The expectation, now based
on the massive infrastructure upgrades that
have to be completed to support mid-band
and high-band 5G, is that it won’t be more
mainstream until sometime in 2022.
As 5G continues to get rolled out across
the country and around the world, it is
going to have many advantages over the
current 4G standard.
n Improved data speeds reaching 10GBps
or higher; this will greatly improve the
overall user experience and allow improved
downloading and uploading of applications, access to web-based resources, and
picture uploads.
n 5G is also going to offer the ability to
experience much higher video resolution,
which for web applications and videos,
should be a huge benefit for online gamers.
n 5G also is going to offer that immediate
connection and release for smartphones
and mobile devices. This should improve
the latency on the 5G network by decreasing the overall load on the infrastructure
network.
n The plan for 5G is a global network
upgrade that could improve the overall
uniformity of the network, along with
providing consistent and uninterrupted
connectivity around the world.
n 5G should provide a better overall experience and easier-to-manage networks.
The 5G upgrades are happening now,
however, don’t panic; this is a long-term
rollout and is not consumer-ready. At this
point, there are some problems that still
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need to be solved. As we have all seen, the
big four phone companies are marketing
right now and starting to fight over customers. This is primarily due to the overall
cost of the equipment and the technical
expertise that is required to perform the
upgrades on such a large scale, so starting
to show revenue from the 5G investment is
becoming important to the big four. Other
issues are 5G Smartphones and mobile
devices are expensive, so not jumping on
the bandwagon right now might hold some
financial incentives. There is also the question of security and privacy; these are both
issues with 5G and for corporations it will
be solved, but it is going to take some time.
Currently, 5G does have some coverage
issues, and it is affected by the penetration
of walls and buildings, plant life, rain and
weather conditions, so this will get better
as time goes on.
5G is going to change the world as we
know it, and it is going to open up many
opportunities to improve existing technology and speed up the discovery of new and
emerging technologies. The improvement
in bandwidth is going to greatly improve
the overall user experience when using
mobile technologies and how consumers
will use their mobile devices.
n Autonomous vehicles; 5G is going to
have a huge impact on automated vehicles
and how they communicate with each
other for functions such as braking, road
conditions, collision prevention, and how
manufacturers communicate with the cars
for performance and programing related
items.
n 5G is also going to have a huge impact
on public safety when it comes to monitoring utilities, road conditions, emergency response, and many other functions handled
by public safety.
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n Healthcare is going to be another
industry that is going to be affected by
the improvements in 5G. Services such as
remote surgeries, telemedicine, and how
Reserve
space today!
St.
Louisyour
Business
Expo WWW.STLOU
hospitals remotely monitor and manage
patient services.
April 14, 2020
5G is coming; the exciting part of 5G
will be when mid-band and high-band
www.stlexpo.com
become more mainstream, and the cost of
11am-5pm,
5G devices will start to go down. At this
point, I wouldn’t get too excited about 5G,
St. Charles Convention Center
but I would have an understanding of the
potential of the 5G initiatives and how it is
going to affect you and your business. Start
putting a plan together
on how your business is
going to use 5G and how
you are going to roll it
out to your users in the
coming years. n
Scott Lewis is the president
AI advances allow for
80% of attacks exploit
and CEO of Winning
more sophisticated attacks
known vulnerabilities
Technologies Group of
Companies, which includes
Global ransomware
Liberty One Software. Scott
campaigns are spreading
has more than 30 years of
Hacking is more
experience in the technology
sophisticated and evolving
317 million new pieces of
industry and is a nationmalware were created in 2017
ally recognized speaker and
author. He has worked with
Phishing attacks are
businesses to empower them
on the rise
to use technology to improve
work processes, increase proProactively Manage
ductivity and reduce costs.
& Minimize Risk!
Winning Technologies’ goal
24/7
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Rapid Response Team!
on the selection, implementation, management
NTP offers a broad range of solutions to help your
and support of technology
organization monitor, defend, and respond to today’s
resources. Learn more about
continually evolving cyber threats.
Winning Technologies at
Contact NTP at 636-458-4995 or online at NTPCyberSecurity.com
www.winningtech.com or by
for a complimentary Cyber Security Needs Analysis!
calling 877-379-8279.

CYBER SECURITY THREATS
ARE INCREASING
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Congratulations to Busey’s
Most Admired Business
Advisor Recipient!
At Busey, we recruit and retain the best and
brightest associates—associates who are positive,
determined, thoughtful, resilient and humble.
We are pleased to congratulate
Stacia Peterson on her success!
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By outsourcing your basic HR needs to Simploy, your employees receive essential services
while you limit your liability and reduce costs. Proven expertise with our integrated
services, including compliance, beneﬁts, payroll and workers’ compensation, mitigates your
risks and helps you sleep better at night.

Simploy has your HR needs covered at every turn.
Integrated HR Solution
simploy.com
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Best Cyber Security
Firms
Regardless of the industry, one of the
biggest threats facing businesses today is
cyber security. The following companies
were voted the best cyber security firms
in St. Louis. Make sure you check out the
Awards page at www.sbmon.com to stay
up to date with other Best in Business
nominations for 2020.
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COMPANY NAME

CONTACT INFORMATION

Acropolis Technology Group

314.890.2208
acropolistech.com

•

300 Hunter Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63124

Alpine Security

844.925.7463
alpinesecurity.com

7 Eagle Center, #B-5
O’Fallon, MO 62269

Anderson Technologies

314.394.3001
andersontech.com

•
•

Blade Technologies

314.752.7999
bladetechinc.com

10820 Sunset Office Dr., #101
St. Louis, MO 63127

CMIT Solutions of Clayton

314.628.0811
cmitsolutions.com

•
•

GadellNet Consulting Services

314.736.5304
gadellnet.com

1520 S. Vandeventer Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63110

MB Technology Solutions

314.561.2222
contactmb.com

•
•

Miken Technologies

314.961.0501
miken.net

•

7790 Watson Rd.
Clayton, MO 63119

Mueller Prost

800.649.4838
muellerprost.com

7733 Forsyth Blvd., #1200
St. Louis, MO 63105

NetGain Technologies

314.968.2237
netgainit.com

•
•

Newberry Group

888.317.4438
thenewberrygroup.com

•

5650 Mexico Rd., #1
St. Peters, MO 63376

Network Technology Partners

636.458.4995
ntpcybersecurity.com

16274 Westwoods Business Park
Ellisville, MO 63021

Parameter Security

314.442.0472
parametersecurity.com

•
•

RubinBrown

314.290.3300
rubinbrown.com

•

1 N. Brentwood Blvd., #1100
St. Louis, MO 63105

SpearTip

800.236.6550
speartip.com

1714 Deer Tracks Trail, #150
St. Louis, MO 63131

TeamLogic IT

314.594.4000
teamlogicit.com

TechGuard Security

636.489.2230
techguard.com

The Miller Group

314.822.8090
themillergroup.com

•
•
•
•

ThrottleNet

866.418.9268
throttlenet.com

12970 Maurer Industrial Dr., #150
St. Louis, MO 63127

WheelHouse Solutions

314.492.2506
wheelhouse.solutions

Winning Technologies

636.379.8279
winningtech.com

•
•
•

Working Security

314.632.6334
workingsecurity.com

•

Zobrio

314.754.1932
zobrio.com

•

2190 S. Mason Rd., #102
St. Louis, MO 63131

11500 Olive Blvd., #152
St. Louis, MO 63141

1001 Craig Rd., #400
St. Louis, MO 63146

11004 Manchester Rd.
Kirkwood, MO 63122

122 South Main St.
St. Charles, MO 63301

1100 Corporate Square Dr., #133
St. Louis, MO 63132
17295 Chesterfield Airport Rd.
Chesterfield, MO 63005
1112 Westmark Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63131

117 S. Main St., #112
St. Charles, MO 63301
147 Triad West Dr.
O’Fallon, MO 63366

1714 S. Big Bend Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63117
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We see what lies
ahead, and we’ll
lead you through it.
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Meet the CPAs and business advisors who can help you thrive.

Quality Breading & Batters
For Fish and Chicken

We’re Mueller Prost. We’re a team of creative, entrepreneurial thinkers – just like
you. We’re here to fuse our vision with yours so you can prepare for the future and
for whatever opportunities lie ahead.

For more information or recipe ideas:

www.andysseasoning.com
WWW.SBMON.COM

St. Louis Business Exam, Question #11
Why advertise in St. Louis Small Business Monthly?

muellerprost.com • 800.649.4838
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Best Wealth
Managers
The following wealth managers were voted
the best in St. Louis. Make sure you check
out the Awards page at www.sbmon.com to
stay up to date with other Best in Business
nominations for 2020.

COMPANY NAME

CONTACT INFORMATION

Todd Brand,
Brand Asset Management
Mike Clark,
Visionary Wealth Advisors
Madeline Creehan,
Buckingham Strategic Advisors
Adam Goldstein,
Buckingham Strategic Advisors

636.532.7333
brandamg.com

16090 Swingley Ridge Rd., #400
Chesterfield, MO 63017

314.764.2727
visionarywealthadvisors.com

•

1401 S. Brentwood Blvd., #700
St. Louis, MO 63144

314.743.2299
bamadvisor.com

•

8182 Maryland Ave., #500		
St. Louis, MO 63105

314.743.2299
bamadvisor.com

•

8182 Maryland Ave., #500
St. Louis, MO 63105

Tim Halls, Moneta

314.726.2300
monetagroup.com

•

100 S. Brentwood Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63105

Adam Haultly, Thrivenet Financial

314.779.8329
thrivenet.com

•

325 N. Kirkwood Rd., #104
Kirkwood, MO 63122

Troy Hedman,
Visionary Wealth Advisors
Julie Kaltenrieder,
Regions Bank
Amanda Kaniewski,
Renaissance Financial

314.764.2727
visionarywealthadvisors.com

1401 S. Brentwood Blvd., #700
Brentwood, MO 63144

314.615.3520
regions.com

•
•

14915 Manchester Rd.
Ballwin, MO 63011

314.932.4300
renaissancefinancial.com

•

5700 Oakland Ave., #400
St. Louis, MO 63110

Chris Kerckhoff Jr.,
Plancorp Financial Services
Nathan Laupp,
Ferguson Financial Group
Mike Moeller,
Wells Fargo Advisors
Hanh Nyguyen,
Krilogy Financial
Mary Alsup-Niedergerke,
First State Wealth Advisors

636.532.7824
plancorp.com

•

314.821.0500
ffgstl.com

•

16253 Swingley Ridge Rd.
Chesterfield, MO 63017

636.530.6111
wellsfargoadvisors.com

•

14767 North Outer 40 Rd., Floor 2
Chesterfield, MO 63017

314.884.2800
krilogy.com

•

600 Emerson Rd., #110
St. Louis, MO 63141

636.940.5601
fsbfinancial.com

•

206 North Fifth St.
St. Charles, Mo 63301

•

14567 N. Outer 40 Rd., #200
Chesterfield, MO 63017

•

130 S. Bemiston Ave., #602
Clayton, MO 63105
793 W. Terra Lane
O’Fallon, MO 63366

636.449.4900
David Ott,
Acropolis Investment Management acrinv.com
314.930.4015
Brian I. Pultman, CFP
Correct Capital Wealth Management correctcap.com
636.688.7173
Matthew Renaud,
Renaud & Co. Investment Advisors renaudandcompany.com
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•

Carlo Sanfilippo, Integral Wealth

314.966.0727
integralwealth.com

•
•

Chris Schulenburg, Gardius

314.469.5000
gardius.com

•

14310 Olive Blvd.
Chesterfield, MO 63017

Tim Schulze,
Pioneer Wealth Management

314.249.8107
pioneerwealth.com

•

3660 S. Geyer Rd., #200
St. Louis, MO 63127

Bret Sinak,
Endeavor Wealth Management
Brian Skrobonja,
Skrobonja Financial

636.778.2500
endeavorwealthmgt.com

•

16100 Swingley Ridge Rd., #240
Chesterfield, MO 63017

636.296.5225
skrobonjafinancialgroup.com

•

16A Municipal Dr.
Arnold, MO 63010

Jim Thomure,
Edward Jones
Jeff Westerhold,
Scheffel Financial Services, Inc.

636.573.1212
edwardjones.com

•

17221 New College Ave.
Wildwood, MO 63040

618.656.1207
scheffelfinancial.com

•

143 North Kansas Street
Edwardsville, IL 62025

Jim Wood,
Premiere Financial Partners

314.576.1166
premierfn.com

•

11440 Olive Blvd., #250
Creve Coeur, MO 63141

1099 Milwaukee St., #40
St. Louis, MO 63122
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Congratulations

JOHN J. KASPEREK, EA
for being named one of the
BEST Accountants in St. Louis

636.256.7000

info@kasperekaccountants.com

kasperekaccountants.com

Since 1987, we’ve made your satisfaction,
success and convenience our highest priorities.

St. Louis Business Exam, Question #11
Why advertise in St. Louis Small Business Monthly?
Because you:
A. understand the importance of thriving local businesses
B. can’t wait until the Spring and Fall St. Louis Business Expos
C. want to leverage the buying power of 70,000 business owners
D. are smart with your marketing dollars
E. ALL OF THE ABOVE
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sbmon.com • 314.569.0076

CONGRATULATIONS!
®

ROBERT L. PICKERELL III
SVP, Commercial Banking & Market Expansion
NAMED ONE
OF THE

Trusting us is your decision.
Proving you’re right is our commitment!

BEST

ST. LOUIS
Member

BUSINESS
ADVISORS

INDIVIDUAL & CORPORATE RETIREMENT PLANNING
FROM TOP FLIGHT EVENT
SPONSORSHIPS, TO TARGETED
MAGAZINE ADS, WE CAN HELP
YOU FIND THE NEW BUSINESS
YOU NEED NOW.
CHECK US OUT ON SBMON.COM
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We never take for granted the trust, commitment,
responsibility and friendship our clients extend to us.
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Brian I. Pultman, CFP
CorrectCap.com • 314.930.401k (4015)
130 S. BEMISTON AVE. I STE. 602 CLAYTON, MO
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top business advisors

Top Business
Advisors
The Top Business Guides
Who Freely Share
The Wealth Of Their Wisdom

WORDS BY RON AMELN

W

hat makes a great business
advisor? What inspires them,
even as they inspire others?
For their clients they provide guidance,
ideas, a sounding board and, very often,
emotional support.
Successful business owners often talk
about the importance of having great
business advisors. Typically those advisors aren't looking for attention. They
prefer to play a behind-the-scenes role
and let their clients shine.
With that in mind, it is time to give the
top, most trusted business advisors in St.
Louis a turn in the spotlight. In the following pages, SBM presents the thoughts
and advice from the area's best advisors.
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Neal Albritton, 		
Albritton Financial 		
Services
Growing up, the last thing
Neal Albritton wanted to do
was work in his father’s business, Albritton Financial Services. The company, which
his father, Steve Albritton,
began in 1996 provides
wealth management, financial planning, and retirement
planning services.
In fact, Neal had no interest
in wealth planning at all. His
passion was in advertising
and marketing. After earning his college degree, Neal
expected to land a job in the
advertising and marketing
world.
Unfortunately, the dot.
com bubble burst and the
economy was tanking.
Advertising and marketing jobs were hard to find.
“There wasn’t a lot of jobs
available,” Neal said. “Most
people were getting laid off.”
He went to his father and
asked to start working at the
family business. His dad’s
answer: No.
“He said he wanted me to get trained elsewhere in
the industry if I wanted to join the family business,”
Neal said. He took his father’s advice and took a job
in Augusta, Georgia at a financial products company.
He spent the next three years traveling the country,
helping independent financial advisors build the best
product selections to meet their clients’ goals and
objectives.
“It was a great way to cut my teeth and learn about
the industry,” he said. “I got to learn how these financial advisors ran their practices. I got to learn what
was working and what was not working. It made me
realize what my Dad had accomplished building the
business since 1996.”
As he continued to mature and learn more about
the industry, the time was finally right to join the
family business. In 2007, Neal joined the company.
Today, he is the lead advisor at the business. He is the
point of contact for the firm’s select group of clients,
which includes small-business owners and high-net
worth families.
One of the keys to his and the firm’s success is their
personal relationship with clients. The company
limits its customers to 150, ensuring it has the time
to build long-lasting relationships.
“Having a deep, intimate relationship with clients

allows us to create personal solutions that are precise
and authentic to our clients’ needs and wants,” he said.
“For example, when we have our first discovery meeting, we don’t even talk about finances. We are trying
to understand their stories. We want to know who they
are, their purpose in life and business. We want to
understand their triggers of joy and triggers of sadness.
By having that deep, client-centered discovery, we go
far beyond just being a financial advisor. We become a
coach, an accountability partner, and guide throughout
their journey.”
Neal plans to continue providing value for clients
in the future. He plans to continue taking more of a
leadership role as his father slowly steps back from the
business in the next few years.
“Growing up, I never wanted to be seen as following in my father’s footsteps,” he said. “I have to give
my Dad tons of credit for building the company up to
a point where he was able to train me. And then he
trusted me enough to pass the reins to me and give me
control of day-to-day operations and create the vision of
the company going forward.
“It is great coming to work and working side-by-side
with him every day. There are times in meetings when I
look across the table at him and realize how lucky I am
to come to work with my Dad every day.”
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Tina Babel, Carmody MacDonald P.C.
Position: Attorney
Biggest challenges for business owners (from
your experiences): Finding trusted and competent
support to rely upon. Business owners know their
business better than everyone else and are experts
in their fields. However, they cannot be an expert
in all things. When it comes to professional services
like accounting, insurance, and law, the issues are
too important to try to handle on their own or to
put off for another day – or worse, put in the hands
of someone they do not trust. Making sure their
business is protected and handled appropriately
on the front-end can save a lot of headache in the
long-term. I have represented a number of business
owners in costly litigation because they had ambiguous contracts or their corporate documents were
incomplete or deficient. It is very difficult to know if
they are getting good advice until a dispute arises and is put to the test.
Best advice for business owners: Clear Communication. As a litigation attorney, I
tend to get involved when things have started to go very wrong. I have found that
much litigation could have been avoided if only the business owner and other side –
whether it be a vendor, employee, client or co-owner – had communicated with each
other better. There have been a number of times in the middle of a case when both
sides have found out the “facts” were not all they seemed to be, and the case resolved.
Unfortunately that only happens after a lot of wasted business expense and time. Some
litigation cannot be avoided because of the nature of the dispute, but thorough and
clear communication is the way to make sure that everyone’s expectations are clearly
addressed from the outset and that problems are addressed when they happen.

Bob Cockrell, Lighthouse Business Advisors, LLC
Position: Owner
Biggest challenges for business owners (from your experiences):
For a family business, one of the biggest challenges is progressive personal development of the future owners. It requires
a long-term plan and conscious effort to delegate increasing
responsibilities to the next generation AND requires that
the owner delegate significant responsibilities that have been
within his/her control. Letting go is hard. Also hard is recognizing that you will be gone someday, but it will happen.
How you plan for that future will determine whether your
business survives, and whether it will be prosperous enough
to support future generations of your family. Don’t put off this planning; tomorrow
may be too late.
My best advice for business owners is:
1. Accept responsibility for the management tasks of running the business and delegate
as much as possible to competent employees or outside advisors, but manage it all.
2. Understand the fundamental concepts of financial management: You can delegate
the work, but you can’t delegate understanding the financial statements.
3. Relationships are critical. Don’t wait until you need a loan to develop a relationship
with a banker. Outside advisors can be invaluable.
4. Manage your business for long-term value, not just for short-term earnings.
5. Every business needs a strong business planning process.
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Debi Corrie B2B CFO®
Position: Partner
Biggest challenges for business owners
(from your experiences): The biggest
challenges for business owners are scaling
up their business, and determining when
to buy, sell, or transfer a business. My
firm helps business owners find the cash
they need to accomplish these goals and
to increase company value. This allows
business owners the ability to analyze risk
and decide which opportunities are right
for them and their business.
Best advice for business owners: Build a
team of outside experts to help you scale
your business, increase the value of your
business and your own personal wealth.
Meet with them at least annually to make
sure your Success Team® is aligned with
your goals and strategic plan.

Rick Cottrell, BizResults.com
Position: CEO/Owner
Biggest challenges for business owners
(from your experiences):
A major challenge for entrepreneurial
business owners is Predictable Scalability
and Growth. Based on our research, 80%
of small- to mid-sized company leaders are
not maximizing the potential of their businesses. Many have hit an artificial ceiling
primarily based on an increase in business
complexity and basic clarity on how to take
the next step. We have also found that
entrepreneurial business owners that get a
handle on what it takes to reach next level
success, and who are fed up with the status
quo and are open to change, can quickly
accelerate the growth of their businesses by
an average of 40% or more.
Best advice for business owners:
Understand your why, your personal vision, and build it into your business’ targets
and goals. Our research shows that 7 out of 10 small- to mid-sized entrepreneurial
business owners do not consider their personal goals and objectives (financial and
otherwise) when scaling their businesses. In effect, they undervalue themselves
significantly, basically becoming “entrepreneurial martyrs.” As a business owner and/
or leader, it is imperative to include your personal vision when planning the future of
your business.
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top business advisors
Frank Danzo, Experience on Demand LLC

Steve Haven, Process Resolutions

Position: Senior Partner
Biggest challenges for business owners (from your experiences):
Developing and keeping a long-term perspective while living in the
day-to-day grind. It is easy to get pulled into the weeds and work
in the business. It is much harder to find time to think about the
future and work on the business.
Best advice for business owners: Carve out specific dates during
the year that you will invest time to think about and plan for the
future – one, two or three years in the future. Set specific measurable goals such as revenue, margin, profit, inventory levels, product quality, and/or
ROCI, two years out. Define the initiatives that need to be accomplished to reach these
goals and assign ownership of each initiative to one person with specific objectives.
Communicate the goals, initiatives and objectives to all employees so every employee
can describe how they contribute to the success of the business. Treat every employee
and customer with the same respect that you expect from them. Learn from failures,
celebrate each achievement and share in your financial success.

A few beers with a friend
changed the trajectory of Steve
Haven’s life. Haven’s friend, who
owns a manufacturing business in
St. Louis, was describing his challenges and struggles one evening at
a local watering hole. “He told me
he was having problems holding
people accountable and making
sure things got done,” Haven said.
When Haven asked about the
company’s processes, his friend
admitted his company really didn’t
have any. So, Haven helped his
friend build those processes. The
results were so impressive that his
friend started sending his business
colleagues to Haven for help with
their companies.
As more and more business
owners began calling Haven for
help, he finally walked away from
his 9-to-5 job in 2017 and opened
up his own consulting firm, Process
Resolutions.
Haven helps small- and mid-sized
business owners develop processes
around their companies. Haven is
a Lean Six Sigma Black Belt and
he utilizes his experience to help
clients define, measure, analyze, improve,
and control their processes. Six Sigma is a
set of techniques and tools for process improvement. “I will also help owners set up
KPI’s (Key Performance Indicators) that
they’ll need to track,” Haven said. “We’ll
also build a scorecard to make sure we are
tracking the outcomes we expect.”
“Most companies don’t have any processes in place,” he said. “Because of that,
they are seeing very inconsistent results.
Once they put these processes in place,
they have a road map and they start seeing consistent results from all employees.”
Haven said one of the challenges for
business owners is that they spend most
days putting out fires. “Many business
owners don’t have the time to step back
and do some fire prevention,” he said.
“It helps when someone from the outside
can come in and help them identify the
inefficiencies and put a scorecard in place
to prevent those fires from starting in the
first place.”
Haven is no stranger to process improvement. Before he started his own
consulting firm, Haven was the Director
of Performance Improvement at MidAmerica Transplant. He helped the

Tom Dunn, Tom Dunn CPA Firm
Position: Firm Managing Partner
Biggest challenges for business owners (from your experiences):
One of the biggest challenges for business owners is handling the
admin third of their business properly. This is why I have dedicated
my firm to providing the best quality admin solutions that are affordable for small- and mid-sized business owners.
Best advice for business owners:
The best advice I have for business owners is to surround themselves with top quality
advisers, as the modern business world is very difficult to navigate on their own without professional advice and guidance.

Kevin Heneghan, New Frontier Bank
Position: President/CEO
Biggest challenges for business owners (from your experiences):
Managing sales growth and cash flow; finding and retaining talent
in the current labor market

Robert Pickerell, Saint Louis Bank

Position: SVP/Commercial Banking & Market Expansion Officer
Biggest challenges for business owners (from your experiences): In
general, the business customers I speak with are all challenged with
hiring a strong workforce and finding trusted resources to help with
items such as funding needs, marketing, and accounting.
Best advice for business owners: Don’t settle on who you hire and
what business partners you work with. Work with people you are
comfortable with and that you feel are working in your best interests.
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nonprofit organization develop processes
and scorecards. His biggest accomplishment at the organization was helping
it win the Malcolm Baldrige National
Quality Award. The national award recognizes U.S. organizations for performance
excellence.
Haven joined the organization in November 2007, 10 days after his wife passed
away. His late wife, who had cystic fibrosis, needed two double lung transplants,
one in 2005 and one in 2007. Her body
rejected the second transplant and she
passed away in November 2007. “The first
transplant, thanks to Mid-America Transplant, gave me two more years with her,”
Haven said. “When she passed away, I
started working for them. My goal was to
save as many lives as possible. During my
12-year journey, we did that by winning
the Malcolm Baldrige award and increasing the number or organs transplanted.”
“I really enjoy working with these businesses,” Haven said of his role as consultant. “If I am not working myself out of a
job with them, I’ve failed them. I should
be working myself out of a job because I
want to get them to a point where they
don’t need me. That’s when I know I’m
successful.”
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Cate Redfern, Adansonia Consulting

Jason McKnight, Stanton | Barton LLC

Position: Principal
Biggest challenges for business owners (from your experiences):
Most business owners really know the business of their specific
industry or sector really well, but don't have the knowledge, experience, or time needed to manage the business of running a business. They are so busy trying to do everything that they don't do
anything well. It's not from lack of commitment, tenacity, or desire
to do well, they are just not able to do everything because they
don't have the resources they need to get it done - skills, experience, time, money or people.
Best advice for business owners: First, accept that even through all twenty things on
your priority list are priority one, you can't do them all. Then, come up with a plan to
manage your priorities and workload by starting with your end in mind. What is the
primary outcome you want to achieve for this day; this week; this year; this product/
service? Once you know where you're headed, you can figure out how to get there, and
start working towards it. It results in decision-making that is more proactive. When you
frame challenges in terms of "How does dealing with this right now contribute towards
getting me to my desired outcome?" you can begin to be more discerning about what
gets your attention. Rather than being engaged in busy work and spinning your wheels,
your hard work and energy will be focused and working towards a goal. My clients
often feel like they're playing an endless game of Whack a Mole. I arm them with a box
full of tools and processes to help them figure out what should be getting their attention and how to make sure the solutions they are developing are dynamic, responsive,
sustainable, and focused on achieving the outcomes they want. A coach or consultant
can help develop a tailor-made toolbox with you.

For the past 15
years, Jason McKnight, an attorney
with Stanton |
Barton LLC, has
devoted his practice
exclusively to the
representation of
businesses of all
sizes, from single
member LLC’s to
Fortune 500 companies. His practice
includes counseling
and advising clients
in all stages of formation and growth.
“I’m more of a
business advisor.”
McKnight said. “I
look at myself as
an outside attorney
who is performing an inside role.
When we have
a new client, we
spend time understanding their
business. Getting to
know your business
makes us more efficient and it makes
us more proactive.”
One of the keys to
McKnight’s success
in helping clients
is his vast experience as a litigator
and as an in-house
counsel. Prior to
joining Stanton | Barton LLC, McKnight
served as the Associate General Counsel
for TLC Vision, a 500 employee company
headquartered in Chesterfield. While
at TLC, Jason worked in a sophisticated
business counsel group responsible for
advising the company CEO and management team in all areas of operation. He
gained significant expertise working as
a business partner to assess strategy for
making sound financial decisions while
minimizing risk.
“During that experience, I learned a lot
and helped the company grow,” he said.
“That experience was vital. One of the
issues I see in businesses is that owners
don’t know what they don’t know. Being
in-house, I have seen all kinds of differ-

Jim Rose, Abeles and Hoffman, P.C.
Position: Principal
Biggest challenges for business owners (from your experiences):
The biggest challenge business owners face is building a strong
management team around them who can help them implement
their plans, strategies, and vision. The managers need to function
as a team, build on each other’s strengths, and rely on each other.
Business owners need to monitor how the management team functions currently and assess for the future.
Best advice for business owners:
Business owners should leverage off their network (colleagues, bankers, attorneys,
accountants, IT consultants, etc.) for advice and counsel as business environments
change rapidly. Business plans need to evolve rapidly and include contingency plans.

Stephen J. Smith, McCarthy Leonard & Kaemmerer
Position: Equity Partner
Biggest challenges for business owners (from your experiences):
Finding and retaining talented employees, especially in this business environment
Best advice for business owners: Engage and keep your business
advisors current as to new opportunities, challenges, etc. Better to
spend time and resources on the front end rather than when an
issues arises. These include the Company’s banker, accountant,
and attorney.
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ent scenarios and experienced all sorts of
challenges. I’ve learned how to fix those
and avoid them. That experience helped
me become more proactive with clients,
and that has really framed my practice
since then.”
His advice to businesses is simple;
have a plan. “The thing I see as businesses grow is that the owner gets really
busy running the business and there is
no global plan and goals for one month,
six months, one year, or five years out,”
McKnight said. “They want to grow, but
they don’t set metrics for that. If there is
one thing they can do better, it is to have
goals and measurements. That is one of
the things we try to help with our business clients.”
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Sharon Schloss,
Wilhelm & Wilhelm, LLC
Position: Partner and CPA
Biggest challenge for business owners: When opening a business, the biggest challenges that I see have to do with owner’s
educating themselves on items that are beyond their area of
expertise, hiring the right employees, and cash management.
Don’t be afraid to ask questions. We are here to help!
For established businesses, navigating the issues in our IT
world have become a huge problem. I remember when we
worried about navigating the computer; now we have to make
sure that the environment is safeguarded, that we are using
the optimum software, and that our systems are updated as
necessary. Don’t underestimate the importance of hiring an
in house IT person or an outside company to make sure your
information is safeguarded and working as efficiently as possible. The last thing anyone wants is to work hard to develop a
business and have it derailed by an IT issue.
Best Advice for business owners: You cannot do it all! Develop your team and let them work with each other so that
you can have the support and guidance that you will need as
your business continues to grow. Let your team help educate
you and work on back office items so that you can focus on
what you do best – running your business!

Christopher D. Vanderbeek, Wiedner & McAuliffe

Stacia Peterson, Busey Bank

Position: Attorney
Biggest challenges for business owners (from your experiences):
As a workers’ compensation defense attorney, the prevailing
challenge I’ve heard from owners and operators recently is maintaining morale among employees while effectively minimizing
costs associated with work injuries and workers’ compensation
insurance. There is a fine line that must be walked in terms of
delegation to supervisory personnel, conscientiously taking care
of employees with claimed injuries, versus not being taken advantage of by less well-meaning employees who are trying to game
the system. Ideas are consistently passed around and workshopped, and walking this
line is a constant evolution.
And, of course, in the last 3-4 years, health insurance coverage for employees has been
a challenge across the board. This is something I discuss with clients, anecdotally, on a
regular basis.
Best advice for business owners:
Always make sure due diligence is at the forefront of hiring decisions, from the top
down. This seems obvious, and business owners generally know this well enough to get
to where they are, but my best advice is to never let this concept fall from the forefront
in selecting personnel. It is the best way to limit turnover, to the highest extent possible, and end up with a positive and healthy work environment where employees are
happy and, in turn, optimally productive.

Position: Senior Vice President, Commercial Market President
St. Charles
Biggest challenges for business owners (from your experiences):
After my many years in banking, I still consider the biggest challenge for business owners to be how do I grow my company and
stay profitable. In today’s technology world, we know that businesses need current technology to keep up, which of course takes
extra working capital. Along with cash needs, competition in
every industry is fierce, so sometimes we see business owners taking on contracts/PO’s/extra business at lower margins then they
would have liked or would have done in the past. As an advisor, I always make sure to
ask the question if margins are particularly low on a piece of business, is it necessary
for you to take that business or is it better to let it go.
Best advice for business owners:
My best advice to businesses, and one that I see many business owners not following
through with many times, is to be proactive instead of reactive with decisions. All too
often, I see business owners so concerned with getting business that I don’t see them
planning out a strategy and thinking through their growth models. I suggest to them
slow down, plan out their strategy, implement their plans, and to build their balance
sheet! A business owner will never get hurt by continuing to build the net worth of
their company!
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Melissa Jones, 			
Enterprise Bank & Trust

Bruce Waxman, 			
Waxman Associates
Position: President
Biggest challenges for business owners
(from your experiences): The greatest
challenge is managing cash flow and
securing enough working capital to
fund business growth. We work with
many talented entrepreneurs that are
stressed and strained with limited cash
resources. They do not anticipate the
challenges associated with securing
conventional lending nor the high cost
of non-conventional lending and early
stage equity investors.
Best advice for business owners: Surround yourself with the best talent
available, including your outside professionals - legal, accounting, tax, business
consulting, insurance, and creative
services.
Also, strive to embrace kindness as the
key attribute of your management style.
It pays great dividends.
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Position: AVP, Business Banking
Specialist
Biggest challenges for business owners
(from your experiences):
Hiring new employees is the number one
biggest challenge many business owners face. Part of the difficulty relates to
employee health care; which I provide
valuable information to both my clients
as well as my prospects. It also has to do
with the substantial costs of bringing
new employees on board. According to
one study, the total cost of on-boarding
- taxes, benefits, equipment, training, bonuses, etc. -- can range from 1.5 times to
3 times the salary of the position. That's
a significant investment for companies
that are typically strapped for cash and in
need of capital.
Increasing profits has been another challenge for businesses that have reached
out to me in an effort to help them come
up with a strategic plan of action. These
individuals have typically had five to ten
employees. There have been a number of
reasons for the lack of increase in regards
to profits, but usually it has come down
to an inability to remain a low-cost leader
against the competition. The only answer
is to innovate and optimize constantly to
stay one step ahead of their competitors
which is where my team and I come in.
Best advice for business owners:
The best advice I provide to my clients
and prospects is to build a support network. My team and I are more than "just
a bank," we are a support network whose
focus is to not just to help our clients
survive, however; also thrive to meet
their goals. We tailor make a strategic
plan fit specifically for their needs.
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Carla Valenti,
Parkside Financial Bank & Trust
Position: Executive Vice President
Biggest challenges for business owners (from your experiences):
Based on continued conversations with my clients, one of the biggest challenges for business owners today is attracting and retaining
talented employees. This challenge exists in regard to all levels of employees including hourly workers, entry level positions, management
and senior management. A second challenge for business owners is
navigating the ever changing cyber world. As this world continues to
change quickly, business owners need to stay current and make sure
they have people and systems in place to protect their information,
their money, and their business.
Best advice for business owners: Be aware of your strengths and
weaknesses. Find partners and/or employees who are talented in
areas that you are not. Never be afraid to surround yourself with
people who are smart and talented.
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Focus on: top Attorneys

2020 Top
Business Attorneys

F

or entrepreneurs, their attorney plays an active and
necessary role in many facets of their businesses.
The following attorneys have proven their
dedication to the success of small businesses in St. Louis
and have been named this year’s top small business
attorneys. Check out the advice from the Best Business
Attorneys in St. Louis.
Barry Haith

Drew Bolinger

Bolinger Law Firm, LLC
Years of experience: 6
What’s the No. 1 piece of advice you would give to business owners?
Make sure that you’re properly planning, evaluating and engaging
in transactions based on where you want to be in the future without losing sight of the current state of your business.
What’s the biggest mistake you’ve seen business owners make, and what advice would
you give to solve the problem?
The biggest mistake that business owners tend to make is that they fail to adequately
adopt sufficient safeguards to mitigate against risk. Business owners are great at determining the material terms of transactions, however, they tend to overlook the more
minute details which are often the areas of greatest risk exposure. Therefore, business
owners need to evaluate transactions based on the terms of the entire agreement and
incorporate protections into their transactions so they don’t get hung out to dry at a
later date.
Where does your motivation to help businesses grow come from?
I love seeing my clients’ successes and I always want to lend a helping hand during
their struggles. At the end of the day, a business is just a group of individuals working
towards a common objective and its extremely fulfilling being able to help them attain
their goals and to support them during difficult times.

Stinson LLP

Years of experience?
20 years
What’s the No. 1 piece of advice you would give to business owners?
The number one piece of advice I give to business owners is to
budget and set aside a modest spend for risk management. Comprehensive insurance
coverage, performing due diligence in key business deals, and solid legal and accounting
advice can be a critical investment. I’ve been involved in cases where a business owner’s
willingness to commit even a small amount of time and money ultimately saved their
business. Investing in risk management is one of the most crucial building blocks of a
successful small business.
What’s the biggest mistake you’ve seen business owners make, and what advice would
you give to solve the problem?
I’ve also seen the flip side, where a business has not invested in small, yet very important things, such as contract review, shareholder buy/sell agreements, or insurance
guidance. Unfortunately, those short-term savings can end up being very costly. I’d say
the lesson from these real-world examples is that a bit of extra due diligence and a few
thousand dollars in risk management can ultimately make the difference between keeping or losing a business – even a legacy.
Where does your motivation to help businesses grow come from?
My family members have been small business owners for generations. That’s really
been the heart of my client base since I started practicing law. So, it’s no secret that my
clients are largely made up of small businesses. But beyond that, it’s truly where I derive
the greatest satisfaction, because it’s where I can see I’ve made the biggest difference.
There are few things more gratifying than having a client trust you and thank you for
making a lasting, positive impact. In that sense, this is what makes serving our clients
one of life’s true privileges.
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John Arnold

Lashly & Baer, P.C.
Years of experience: 58
What’s the No. 1 piece of advice you would give to business owners?
Relationships are key to business leaders. Let customer and client service and satisfaction drive your business. Build relationships with your customers or others who can
support you in your goals. Never eat lunch alone, always find someone to share your
time with.
What’s the biggest mistake you’ve seen business owners make, and what advice would
you give to solve the problem?
Business owners have built a business of which they are proud, but sometimes fail to
delegate responsibilities. Learn your natural talents, recognize where you need assistance both within and outside of the business.
Where does your motivation to help businesses grow come from?
I have spent my career helping business clients, school districts, libraries, and many
other public agencies. Virtually every client was building a structure or enterprise which
benefited our community.
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TOP LAWYERS
J. Randolph Parham

Berger, Cohen & Brandt, L.C.
Years of experience: Over 25

discussed how two competing stagecoach companies faired when motorized vehicles
were developed. One succeeded because it considered itself to be in the “transportation
business” and planned for the changing industry, whereas the other failed because it
was a “stagecoach company.”

What’s the No. 1 piece of advice you would give to business owners?
Plan early and often. Just like life and the economy, a business
goes through its own cycle with many peaks and valleys along the
way. From formation through its end (either through dissolution,
merger, acquisition, or succession), businesses face many tough decisions, and proper
planning along the way can help pave the way to the business’ success. Business owners
have come to us requesting a “simple” operating agreement for their new company
because the bank requires it for the company to obtain a loan. Instead of simply
providing a “boilerplate” document, we spend time learning about the business and
the owners’ goals, and we encourage the owners to decide up front how the business is
going to operate, how decisions will be made, whether to permit new owners or allow
transferability, and, ultimately, what their “exit strategy” will be in the event of such
things as retirement, death, disability, bankruptcy, or a deadlock. The operating agreement should then be reviewed and revised as the business evolves, especially provisions
relating to valuation in the case of a repurchase of ownership interests upon a triggering
event. Similarly, business owners should consult with attorneys and other trusted advisors when it comes to important decisions involving insurance, taxes, major contracts,
financing, leasing, business changes, and other important matters. Proper planning in
these areas can make the difference between a successful company and a failure. As an
example of how planning makes a difference, I recall a business law class in which we

What’s the biggest mistake you’ve seen business owners make, and what advice would
you give to solve the problem?
The biggest mistake I have seen business owners make is not properly documenting and
understanding the terms of a transaction before proceeding with it. I am always surprised when people come to us after they have signed a “form” lease or contract, asking
what it says or if they can “get out of it”. They believe that since it is a form contract, it
must be “standard” and cannot be changed. They fail to realize that a form contract can
often be easily revised by use of an addendum. To avoid this mistake, we would advise
business owners to consult with their attorney before proceeding, thoroughly read and
understand each document (from “small” copier leases to real estate purchase agreements, office leases, and business sale agreements) before executing it, and do not be
afraid of requesting or negotiating changes.

Steven Drapekin

Mara Lahnar

Steven C. Drapekin focuses his practice on corporate, commercial
finance, and real estate transactions. His diverse corporate practice
ranges from representing middle market companies in mergers and
acquisitions as well as general corporate matters, to representing
multinational corporations in strategic acquisitions, divestitures, and
cross-border joint ventures.

Years of experience: 9.5

Lewis Rice

Within his commercial finance practice, Steve represents numerous large-scale national
banks, regional banks, and commercial finance companies in complex financing transactions including syndicated leverage lending, syndicated asset-based lending and floorplan financing, multi-currency loan facilities, cross-border transactions, and real estate
finance. Clients of his general corporate practice are involved in commercial contract
negotiations including distributorship, licensing, and other general corporate matters.
A member of the American College of Mortgage Attorneys, his real estate practice is
also wide-ranging and encompasses development including tax-incentive transactions,
restructurings, and financing transactions. Steve regularly represents clients throughout
the United States.
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Where does your motivation to help businesses grow come from?
I admire the courage of clients who have taken all the entrepreneurial risks, suffered
through various business setbacks, and bounced back from such setbacks to achieve success. It is exciting and motivating to be considered a valuable resource for clients as they
go through their ups and downs. I enjoy learning about many different businesses and
getting to know my clients, both personally and professionally. It is rewarding for me to
contribute to their success in a meaningful way. The feeling of pride in seeing clients
achieve success, in whole or in part as a result of my legal advice, keeps me motivated to
continue learning and growing with my clients.

Mickes O’Toole

What’s the No. 1 piece of advice you would give to business owners?
Cross your T’s and dot your I’s. Diligence and organization are
key when running a business and protecting the assets of a business. Business owners should confirm that their organizational and
governing documents are updated, regularly maintained, and reflect the owners’ agreements and business practices.
What’s the biggest mistake you’ve seen business owners make, and what advice would
you give to solve the problem?
I think the biggest mistake a business owner can make is to run their business in a
sloppy manner. It can be difficult to clean up years of major transactions and business
decisions after the fact. Business owners should designate someone internally to maintain accurate and complete records and should consider conducting a regular audit of
business records and transactional documents.
Where does your motivation to help businesses grow come from?
While I enjoy problem solving, I also enjoy helping businesses avoid problems from
the outset much more. It’s important for businesses to critically assess their strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and obstacles and to plan ahead for maximum growth and
success.
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CELEBRATE
ST. LOUIS’
MOST TENACIOUS
ENTREPRENEURS

FEBRUARY 19
11:00am
REGISTER AT

http://store.sbmon.com

ST. LOUIS HILTON FRONTENAC

CELEBRATE
ST. LOUIS’
MOST TENACIOUS
ENTREPRENEURS

FEBRUARY 19
11:00am

$55 PER PERSON
$550 PER TABLE

SPONSORS:

$55 PER PERSON
$550 PER TABLE
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Partner Sponsorships Still Available:
3 Seats At the Event,
Logo on Event Presentation & Program. WWW.SBMON.COM
$500.
Call 314.569.0076 or email pat@sbmon.com
for more information.

SMART BUSINESS
by RICHARD AVDOIAN

leader acceleration
by Kathy cooperman

The Bad News Dilemma: 		
How Do You Give It?

Great Expectations

I

t certainly isn’t easy to hear bad news,
Show empathy and respect. Welcome
whether at work or in your personal
the employee and set the stage for the
life. For some business owners and
interaction to be a two-way conversamanagers, it is equally difficult to give
tion. Sincerely encourage and ask for
negative feedback or bad news, whether
them to express candidly their thoughts,
it’s related to missing a deadline, a cusopinions and needs related to the news.
tomer or peer complaint, termination, or
This will help set a positive foundation
a family crisis.
for a positive outcome. Their reaction,
thoughts, expressed needs and concerns
It seems it is basic human nature
will provide necessary insight and help
to internalize bad news as “you’re not
you design an individually customized
good enough” or as a real threat to our
solution to address the identified issue.
survival and livelihood. It is typical to be
Provide guidance/mentoring. Busidefensive, push back or have a fight-orness owners well know that it is generally
flight reaction.
cheaper to keep employees than to terTo minimize undesirable reactions
minate and replace them. So when it is
when giving employees bad news, connecessary to give bad news and feedback,
sider these few simple tips:
offering the means to rectify the issue
Stay positive and on point. Acknowlis important. Allowing for a two-way
edge positive aspects of performance and
conversation proves to be a way to assess
then gradually lead into sharing negawhether the inditive feedback, areas
vidual is able to accept
needing improvement
Sincerely
or personal-issue
their need to improve
concerns. Generally
encourage and ask and invest in enhancthis will help prepare
ing their ability and
for them to express has the motivation to
individuals to listen
and actually hear the
implement a plan to
candidly their
negative or emoaction.
tional news. Studies
Step 1: “I like…” or
thoughts, opinions
have indicated that
“I am pleased with…”
and needs related State a few positive
individuals are more
receptive to hearing
individual observato the news.
negative/bad news if
tions.
they don’t feel threatStep 2: “I am conened or defensive.
cerned about…”
When bad news or negative feedback is
Step 3: “I suggest…”
shared with a positive, supportive tone,
In the end, giving bad news or negative
the listener is more receptive, more apfeedback doesn’t have to be dreaded or
preciative and less likely to be combative
avoided. When given in a timely manor angry.
ner, with a positive purpose and followed
Keep it simple, with facts only, and
by mentoring and training, it can prove
private. First and foremost, as a Boy
to have a positive outcome. It could
Scout would say, “Be prepared.” Have
improve job performance, employee
your facts in order and all pertinent
relations, and team dynamics, which will
documents prepared, and know your
increase productivity and profitability n
desired outcome and goals. Designate
a private area to share this information
Richard Avdoian is president/CEO of the
to minimize gossip and allow for the
Midwest Business Institute Inc., a business
individual to feel comfortable and more
consulting and training firm. For information
receptive. Just the facts — avoid unnecesabout training and seminars, contact Richard
sary flowery talk, as it simply prolongs
at 618-972-8588 or Richard@RichardAvdoian.
anxiety both for the giver and the
com.
receiver of the news.
.
WWW.SBMON.COM

W

ith the start of another new
n Attend one networking opportunity
year, many people feel a sense
each week.
of a new beginning. It’s a pern Add 15 minutes/week to professional
fect time for leaders to inspire and boost
development.
motivation for all employees.
n Consistently hold one-on-one meetIn January, I worked with a 70-person
ings with each direct-report weekly.
company in Atlanta, GA where the Presin Say “thank you” or show appreciation
dent led a kickoff meeting. The purpose
at least once daily to a customer, coof the meeting was to review 2019 and inworker, boss, etc.
troduce inspirational goals for 2020. The
n Reduce the number of complaints
theme of the meeting was, “breakthrough
thought or spoken each day.
performance”.
Where to Begin?
In planning for the meeting, we agreed
Define your purpose. What’s the breakto use the 212 degrees concept. A book
through message that you’d like your
by that name (212° The Extra Degree,
team to embrace?
Sam Parker) explains that water is very
n What will you use for your theme?
hot at 211°. By adding just one more
n Who can help you craft your message
degree of heat, the very hot water boils.
or motivate the team with a motivational
Boiling water produces steam . . . and
talk?
steam can power a train!
Plan. Lay out the logistics.
We presented
n Who should atstatistics from the
tend?
Leaders--you are
world of sports. We
essential to greatness n What else will be
highlighted athletes
in your team. You hold presented? (Last year’s
who won first place
the key to creating the metrics/performance;
medals (who won by
goals/incentives for
environment for great 2020?).
a fraction of a second
expectations in 2020! Deliver your message.
over the second-place
winners). This was
During the Atlanta
true in the Olympics,
meeting, everyone
professional golf tournaments, autoreceived a copy of the 212° book.
racing, and more!
n Share relevant examples of wellknown, outstanding performers who
Once employees were bought into
gave that extra effort and accomplished
the concept, we asked each six-person
greatness.
table to talk about what they could do,
Wrap Up. Potential next steps might
individually, to give just one degree more
include:
effort in 2020. The President explained
n Have each team member schedule a
that anyone reaching or exceeding their
meeting with their manager.
mutually agreed-upon goal for the year
n They define what that extra degree
would be part of a company trip to
(goal) will look like for them.
Ireland with a guest—all expenses paid.
n Periodic tracking meetings are set to
Excitement filled the air.
review progress and celebrate small wins.
What one thing could you and your
Leaders--you are essential to greatness
team do in the coming year that would
in your team. You hold the key to creatrequire one degree more effort? Collectively, you could realize breakthrough
ing the environment for great expectaperformance.
tions in 2020! n
Perhaps some of the ideas from the
Kathy Cooperman, an executive coach and
Atlanta company might spark ideas for
leadership expert, is the president and founder
you and/or your team:
of KC Leadership Consulting LLC. For more
n Make three more calls/day to prosinformation, contact her at kathy@kathycooppects/clients.
erman.com, www.kathycooperman.com or
n Cut out 15 minutes of wasted time
720.542.3324.
each day to increase value-added performance.
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VALUE PROPOSITION
by DAVE DRISCOLL

the extraordinary workplace
by judy ryan

Spitting In The Soup
‘Spitting in the soup’ was developed by the renowned therapist Alfred Adler. Adler
recognized that stirring up change can be difficult. Spitting in the soup is a memorable
metaphor. It reminds us that sometimes it is necessary to spoil the fun in order to alter
negative patterns and create positive behavior change. Add spit to the soup and it is
ruined. “Spitting in the soup,” takes the joy out of the negative behavior patterns of
others.
-Adam Kirk Smith, Author

I

remember a leader yelling at me,
“How can you tell us to stop using rewards!? You’re leaving us with nothing
to motivate people! How could incentives be wrong - they work!?” Eventually
he came around but it was not easy.
He’d been in leadership for 31 years. He
didn’t want to go out of his way or consider something he’d used for years, was
actually counter-productive. And that’s
not the half of it. Incentives and rewards
are just one of four common control
models and are at the root of many bad
outcomes. That’s why in my work, I constantly ‘spit in the soup.’ What soup you
ask? The soup of using control models.
I take something that looks wholesome
and healthy to many and make it so
unappealing so that people begin to want
something better.
People are always motivated. It’s not
anyone’s job to motivate others. People
can control themselves. They can do
what’s right and don’t need approval
or shaming to do so. They don’t need
to be enabled. The problem is we don’t
have faith in people nor do we know
how to effectively teach them to pick up
responsibility for things that are theirs
to own. When we learn to do so, others
can become accountable, caring and fully
engaged, making a positive difference in
your business.
The notion of dismantling control
models and learning how to create a
responsibility-based, purpose-based company is your way to everything you desire.
In order to dismantle them however,
you must consider first how they cause
terrible impacts:
n They reinforce limiting beliefs about
people: “People can’t be trusted. People
are selfish and lazy. People aren’t as wise
as the one in charge. People can’t do
things.”
n They reinforce domination: ‘I’ must
manage, motivate, judge and pamper
people to get them to be decent and
caring.
n They reinforce co-dependency: “Just
do what I say (because I’m the boss!) Just
meet my goals! Just please me! Just let me
do it! (you can’t)”

n They cultivate poor behaviors: rebellion, resentful compliance, selfishness,
competition, brown-nosing, disgust,
win-lose, mediocrity, confusion, anger,
distrust, and entitlement.
People are powerful and yet have not
been given honoring guidance for how
to use their power, how to set intentions,
live by purpose and values, and enjoy creative collaboration and mutual respect.
Because of control models, they act out
and then their bad behavior reinforces in
the minds of many, the continued use of
control; a vicious cycle right under our
noses that is difficult to recognize and
stop.
No one is more important than another. No one deserves to be dominated.
No one should be bribed and no one
should be given up on. I see the correlation between control models and poor
behavior, yet so many others do not until
they reflect upon this. They rely on the
very systems designed to manipulate desired behavior. They are hard to stop using, because control is widely endorsed,
seems to work (and quickly), and make
those in charge feel powerful when they
otherwise would not.
In all the years I have worked with
people to help them understand how
to create high performance, I realize
meaningful change cannot occur without
dismantling control models and adopting a responsibility-based model instead.
This is no small feat. People everywhere
are steeped in control and they can’t see
these very systems ARE the problem. I
hope you will look at this soup long and
hard and consider the spit in it. Only
then will you become curious and willing
to cook up something so much better
than you have ever done before! n
Judy Ryan (judy@LifeworkSystems.com), human systems specialist, is owner of LifeWork
Systems. Join her in her mission to create a
world in which all people love their lives. She
can also be reached at 314-239-4727.
People hire LifeWork Systems because we help
businesses become agile and manage their priority system: their human system. I hope this
article helps you make sense of what’s most
crucial to your evolving organization!
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Ready To Start A Business?
WHAT IT TAKES TO HAVE A SHOT AT SURVIVAL & SUCCESS...

I

’ve been asked many times throughout
my career “What helped you be successful when you started your business?” Having started my own business in
my twenties, I really didn’t have a check
list to aid my decision to be a business
owner; I just had a very strong desire to
be independent and self-directed. Now
that I’m in my sixties, I can reflect on
what personality traits, actions, and skills
contributed to my success as an entrepreneur.
Without much money at the time, I
knew I needed to keep risk very low. Starting a business with very little money helps
condition you to “bootstrapping” to get
by. It’s easy to excuse your problems with
If only I had x…I would have a better shot
at success! Not having cash required me
to focus on the other resources necessary
for success: hard work and putting myself
out there through sales, marketing, and
networking. I was 100% dependent on
myself to perform. The fear of failure can
be a motivator or it can paralyze. Every entrepreneur comes to this realization after
the initial excitement of striking out on
your own fades, and the objective turns to
survival. I recognized that to be successful,
I needed to start small and identify opportunities that the competition was not
looking for or thought were too small.
Blessed with the ability to communicate and no hesitancy to meet people,
I worked tirelessly on getting in front of
my target customer. I was able to present
myself as the specialist for a market niche
without many competitors and deliver exceptional quality with on-time delivery.
On the financial side, I also needed to
examine my financials monthly, keep
overhead very low, manage expenses, and
have a decent profit margin. I found an
affordable bookkeeping/tax service that
was an invaluable advisor.
My business began in one room,
with just a desk, phone, typewriter, and
me. I worked the market during the
day, returned to the office to quote any
products I could sell for a margin within
my product group, and wrote up orders.
In the beginning, I brokered products buying from wholesalers and shipping
directly to my customers. As volume
grew, I identified which products I could
customize to customer specifications if I
had some basic equipment. Purchasing a
used machine for $250 to set up in the
basement of the office and hiring my first
employee, my business took the first steps
into production.
Managing people, production, sup-

plies, cash flow, and deliveries (often
in my car), all while working the market
during the day led to growing pains. But
whatever it took, it had to be done.
Two years in, the business was producing enough cash flow to cover all
expenses, including selling and marketing.
Fortunately, my wife was working as a
school teacher and with no children yet,
we could make ends meet. Not by much,
but just enough.
The next big step was moving to larger
quarters with more production and warehouse space with loading docks. I found
1,500 square feet within an old industrial
warehouse and made a deal with the
owner to carve out an office and a little
production and storage area. The business
continued to grow; additional employees
were hired, equipment was purchased,
and the business became self-sustaining.
The company was three years old before
the operation/cash flow was secure
enough to pay myself a modest salary; I
hadn’t taken any money out until then.
From experience as a business owner, I
now recognize several themes and behaviors to be successful:
n strong desire to be independent and
self-directed
n appropriate balance of risk tolerance
n willingness to bootstrap to get by on
limited resources
n getting in front of potential customers
through sales, marketing, and networking
n communicating openly and enjoying
meeting people
n self-reliance and fear of failure
n recognition of the need to start small;
build slow and steady
n identifying niche opportunities that the
competition doesn’t serve
n examining financials monthly
n keeping overhead very low
n protecting a decent profit margin
n consulting with an affordable bookkeeping advisor
n not taking a personal salary out of the
business
n putting success of the business first; the
owner is the last one to realize any income
The early years it was all about survival
and success for the business. When I
could sustain that success…the income
followed. n
Dave Driscoll is president of Metro Business
Advisors, a business brokerage, valuation and
exit planning firm helping owners of companies
with revenue up to $20 million sell their most
valuable asset. Reach Dave at DDriscoll@
MetroBusinessAdvisors.com or 314-303-5600.
For more information, visit 			
www.MetroBusinessAdvisors.com.
WWW.SBMON.COM

TIME WITH
THE BOSS

Tom Dunn
Tom Dunn CPA Firm
Website: www.tomdunncpa.com
Industry: Local Public Accounting		

What’s the hottest trend in your
industry, and are you going to jump on
board? Providing remote services, and
yes, we do this already.

Education: BSBA Accounting, CPA
Family: Married to wife for 35 years, two
kids, three baby grandkids and one on
the way!

What’s the hardest part of your job? I
love everything about it, so nothing feels
hard!

What is your mission? Offer a better
chance at success, life changing results
and peace of mind to our clients.

What’s the best part? Meeting with
clients!

What was your first job? Pharmacy delivery boy where I was trusted with delivering prescription drugs

What best advice would you share with
new entrepreneurs? Narrow your focus
to win!

What was your worst job? I loved all my
jobs, they led me to where I am today!

What’s your favorite place in St. Louis?
The Hill and all the food!

What led you to your industry? I liked
counting my money as a kid!

What book is on your nightstand?
Always a self-improvement book!

What was the smartest thing your
company did in the past year? Allow
prospects and clients to schedule their
office meeting with us online.

What has made you successful in your
industry and in St. Louis? My education, certification, experience, independence, integrity and courage!

Who is your industry role model?
Myself!

What do you like to do in your free
time? Working out is entertainment for
me! n

How do you try to differentiate your
business from others in your industry?
I create service models clients don’t even
realize they need.
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